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once you have the new registration key, you can restart your server and set up the new registration key. once you have successfully added the new registration key to your array, you should see an error at the bottom of the raid diagnostic window. the new registration key you just added will not be used until you reboot your server. you can always go to the
"repair a raid diagnostic error" page and re-add the new registration key, but it will not be active until you reboot. once you have rebooted your server, you should see the new registration key being utilized on your array. you can now go to the "repair a raid diagnostic error" page and re-add the old registration key, and it will be active. unraid os pro is the

most flexible version of the unraid os family as it allows for raid 0 to raid 6 configurations. you can enable raid 5, raid 6 or raid 0+1 in order to have redundancy and/or performance. windows 10 pro, windows 8 pro, windows server 2016, windows server 2012, windows server 2012 r2, windows server 2012 r2 sp1, windows server 2008 r2 sp1, windows server
2008 sp2, windows server 2008 sp2 r2, windows server 2008 sp2 r2 sp1, windows server 2008 sp1 and windows server 2008 sp1 r2 are fully supported by unraid os pro. you should always backup the full disk image on the server before doing any upgrades. it is important to be sure that the backup you are using is consistent with the server you are working

with. this includes the location, format, and version of the backup you are using. you don't want to accidentally update the server or its backup to one of several different versions and formats.
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now you'll be asked to set a network interface. the default is eth0, but you can set it to eth1, eth2, or eth3 (eth0 is the first interface on the server). press enter to use the default, or press 1 to set a speed. press enter to continue. this section is going to be a bit different than the others. you'll be asked to define your number of disks, number of disks to mirror,
and number of cache pools. if you have a raid 5 configuration, you'll be asked to define how many disks and how many parity disks are present. unraid os pro supports the following raid levels: raid 5, 6, 10, and 50. for raid 5, you'll be asked to define the size of the array. unraid os pro supports 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60. we recommend starting with the

512mb kingston datatraveler ultra 2 (dtu2) usb flash drive. if you have any issues with the usb flash drive, you can try a different brand. simply plug the usb flash drive into your desktop or laptop and copy the unraid.img file to it. unraid pro should detect the drive and load the files onto it. we recommend starting with the 256mb sandisk cruzer usb flash drive.
if you have any issues with the usb flash drive, you can try a different brand. simply plug the usb flash drive into your desktop or laptop and copy the unraid.img file to it. unraid pro should detect the drive and load the files onto it. posting in the forums for assistance is always recommended when troubleshooting a vm / pass through problem, but there is

something worth noting about these newer devices that is unique compared to previous series cards. these gpus feature a usb controller built into the gpu. this is quite fortunate as it can be used with a usb hub to then act as a device your windows vm can interact with more naturally (such as supporting hot plugging usb devices). however, it is recommended
that you stub this device to ensure it's driver isn't loaded with unraid os. to stub the device, perform the following steps: 5ec8ef588b
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